Attend TALMID 2017: A Pedagogy Workshop for Instructors of Classical Hebrew
Teaching with Advanced Language Methods Including Dialogue

July 10–21, 2017  Ohio

Purpose

“To enable instructors to employ Second Language Acquisition methods,
leading to increased effectiveness and enjoyment in teaching Classical Hebrew”

What You will Gain

Workshop Format

 New Second Language Acquisition / Hebrew resources
for immediate classroom use, including Millim: Words
for Conversation in the Biblical Hebrew Classroom
 Skills to enhance existing curriculum with Second
Language Acquisition assets
 Confidence to engage students through conversational
use of Classical Hebrew
 Insights for adding cultural and archaeological insights
to existing lessons, with help from Near Eastern
artifacts in the Flora Archaeological Collection
 Familiarity with "Total Physical Response / Story"
teaching method
 Experience in unpacking the nuances of biblical texts-while remaining in Classical Hebrew
 Opportunities to network with colleagues for future
collaboration
Experienced Faculty Team
 Lee Fields, PhD
 Jennifer Noonan, PhD
 Paul Overland, PhD (director)

10% explanation
25% demonstration
65% hands-on interaction and
skill-building through microteaching experiences



1:8 staff-to-participant ratio,
for a support-rich
environment.

Workshop Environment
Through common lunches, a dessert
reception, and optional outings, you
will enjoy a blend of focused work and
relaxation in an environment of
hospitality.

Optional Outings (fees apply)
 Maltz Museum of Jewish
Heritage


Each has taught Classical Hebrew for multiple
years with an SLA / Communicative Language
Teaching approach, and has published in the
field of Hebrew pedagogy.





Scenic Amish Country

 Cleveland Museum of Art

Location
One hour south of
Cleveland, Ohio,
on the attractive
25-acre campus of
Ashland
University.

Food and Lodging Options*

Participant Qualifications



University apartments with kitchenette (economically
priced)
 Bed-and-Breakfasts within walking distance
 Hotels
 Award-winning university food services (reasonably priced)
 Traditional and faster-food establishments
*University food and lodging is available for a total cost of
approximately $60/day.
For more information, please
contact us:
Dr. Paul Overland, Director
poverlan@ashland.edu, or
419.289.5773

Tuition (Includes 10 lunches, Mon.Fri.)
$1449 USD early-bird discount
available through June 9,
2017

Participants must have a reading
knowledge in Classical (Biblical)
Hebrew vocabulary and
grammar (minimum of first-year
course). Modern Hebrew is not
needed for this workshop.
The workshop is not designed for
beginning Hebrew learners.
Scholarship Aid for
Graduate Students
Participants enrolled in a
graduate study program
may apply for scholarship
aid.

After June 9: $1599 USD

The TALMID 2017 Workshop is an outgrowth of the Cohelet Project, with thanks to the Wabash Center
and the National Association of Professors of Hebrew.
For an example of an SLA-styled Classical Hebrew textbook, visit
www.LearningBiblicalHebrewInteractively.com.

